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Risk Type Issue/Hazard Measures to Minimise Risk Actions and comments 

Classroom and 

other areas of 

school e.g. offices, 

kitchen and staff 

room- contact 

between adults 

and children and 

adults and adults 

resulting in the 

transmission of the 

virus. 

Pupils, staff, visitors 

and families. 

 Ensure that staff keep 2m distance from other adults they are working with (and minimise any time where 1m 

distance or less is required). When outside of their own year group bubbles, office or workspace, a face covering 

should be worn at all times by all members of staff who are eligible.  

 Staff will wear a face covering on the playground when dismissing and welcoming parents.  

 Staff removing face coverings should ensure their hands are sanitised/ washed and masks should be changed 

frequently.  

 Routines will be in place for staff and children regarding hand washing/ sanitising– as they come into school from 

outside, before and after eating, before going home, if a movement between rooms is required.  

 Reminders of frequent handwashing and sanitising in place in all bubbles.  

 Staff should ensure that contact with pupils is minimised and not for prolonged periods- face to face contact 

should be kept to a minimum- teachers and support staff should stand to the side when working with pupils. 

 Pupils should be reminded to keep their distance as much as possible although it is recognised this is impossible 

for younger pupils.   

 Marking of books will still occur. Staff handing pupil books should wash their hands. Staff may take books home 

with them to support their workload but are encouraged to mark in school.  

 Regular handwashing practices in the classroom for adults and pupils (thoroughly and more often than usual) 

 Ensure that there is good respiratory hygiene in place in the classrooms promoting ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ 

approach.   

 Classrooms, halls and cloakrooms should be well ventilated at all times. 

 Pupils will be taught how to minimise the spread of Covid-19 through handwashing and minimising contact 

between their peers and adults.  

 Pupils with SEND or those who need more regular contact to support them in the setting will engage (as all other 

pupils) to enable them to understand why contact needs to be minimal.  

 Pupils in Y1-6 will sit side by side and facing forwards where possible. Each class will enable L shaped seating 

(rather than face to face). Seating plans will be in place.  

 Pupils in Reception will continue to work in the setting without seating plans.  

 Enhanced cleaning of surfaces daily and with a focus on frequently touched surfaces.  

 Volunteers and other non-essential classroom support are suspended.  

 Each year group has their own toilets for their sole use. At break time and lunchtime, Y1 pupils are to use the Year 

2 toilets to support staff in providing adequate supervision of numbers.  

 Year 5 and 6 use separate toilets in the Hallcroft building, which are usually shared.  

 Pupils may take reading books home with them and return them to school as required.  

SLT- contact tracing in 

place for each bubble. No 

mixing between bubbles.  

 

LR- ensure that Newcroft 

building ventilation spaces 

are open in the roof.  

 

LR/ SLT- ensure 

handwashing signage and 

handwashing items for all 

classrooms.  

 

Teachers and support staff- 

ensure classrooms are well 

ventilated at all times.  

 

LR/ SA- Ensure that 

enhanced cleaning is 

taking place daily with 

bleach and detergents 

suitable to kill Covid-19. 

Touch points cleaned. 

Resume regular checks of 

cleaning.  

 

Parents-  to limit 

unnecessary belongings 

being transferred to and 

from school.  

 

 



 Pupils will share resources within their classroom- it is not possible to do otherwise in the setting- tables and ipads 

to be cleaned as part of enhanced cleaning schedule throughout the day.  

 Parents should ensure that children do not bring unnecessary items to school.  

 There will be no whole school physical assemblies or celebration gatherings until further notice.  

 There will be no outside visitors, unless those visiting from health or social care services to meet children where 

remote contact cannot be delivered.  

 All visitors will wear a face covering at all times and will have a temperature check on entering the premises. A 

high temperature will be denied access. All visitors will complete contact tracing lots. 

 All school staff who have opted in will continue to test twice weekly, using NHS lateral flow test kits and provide 

the results to the school and to the NHS.  

Office- to follow visitor 

protocols.   

 

Mixing of Year 

Group bubbles 

during the 

academic day 

resulting in the 

transmission of the 

virus within or 

across bubbles.  

Pupils, staff, visitors 

and families. 

 Classes will be in consistent year group bubbles to continue to allow the school to reduce the risk of transmission 

by limiting the number and pupils in contact with each other. 

 Some staff may need to work across more than 1 bubble e.g. cover due to staff absence, statutory teachers’ 

planning, preparing and assessment time, but these will remain consistent and limited.  

 Staff working across more than 1 bubble are expected to distance 2m from pupils when working.  

 Communal rooms will be out of use (allocated to specific year groups based on their proximity to their 

classroom). This includes the school’s library and music room (due to having to cross bubbles to access them). 

 All pupils and adults in the Newcroft building will make use of the outdoor walkways and not cross between year 

group bubbles. The internal walkway around the music room will be open to support ease of movement around 

school. 

 Staff in Hallcroft will ensure that Years 5 and 6 do not access the lockers in the shared hallway at the same time. 

Each year group to have their own time slot.  

 PE will take place in our 2 halls and the PPA cover teachers will maintain 2m distance from children and other 

adults. Year groups will not mix. Equipment will be sprayed and cleaned in between use and the rooms will be 

well ventilated with doors and windows open. 

 

Significant adaptations to the school day as follows will allow us to prevent the ‘crossing’ of bubbles:  

 

Pre- School- will continue to use its own classroom and outdoor space, away from any other groups. Pupils will eat 

lunch in the Newcroft Hall and will play in the EYFS outdoor area at lunchtime, supported by the same lunchtime 

supervisors each day. All movement within school should be around the outside of the Newcroft building. Pupils 

should not be walked through classrooms.  

 

EYFS- the 2 classes will act as 1 bubble. Resources and spaces will continue to be shared. Children will play on the KS1 

playground daily before their peers. They should not use the play equipment to prevent cross contamination. At 

lunchtime, they will eat in the Newcroft Hall, in their allocated time slot with good ventilation.  They should access the 

office with an adult by walking around the outside of the building.  

 

Year 1- the 2 classes will act as 1 bubble. Resources and spaces will continue to be shared. Children will play on the 

KS1 playground daily on the top section near the Year 2 classrooms. They should not use the play equipment to 

prevent cross contamination. At lunchtime, they will eat in the studio within a time slot.  They should access the hall by 

walking around the outside of the building. The same lunchtime supervisor will be used daily. Pupils will use the Y2 

toilets at lunchtime, supervised by staff to prevent crossing with Y2. This will allow us to provide adequate supervision.  

 

Year 2- the 2 classes will act as 1 bubble. Resources and spaces will continue to be shared. Children will play on the 

KS1 playground daily on the bottom left section. They can use the play equipment (smaller play area allocated for 

this). At lunchtime, they will eat in the Dinner Hall within a time slot.  The same lunchtime supervisor will be used daily.  

 

Year 3- the 2 classes will act as 1 bubble. Resources and spaces will continue to be shared. Children will play on the 

KS1 playground daily on the bottom right section. They should not use the play equipment to prevent cross 

contamination. At lunchtime, they will eat in the dinner hall, during a time slot when their hot dinners are ready.  The 

same lunchtime supervisor will be used daily. They will access the playground by the outer doors and not move 

between other year group bubbles.  

Teaching, support staff and 

lunchtime staff to ensure 

year group bubbles are 

apart at all times.  

 

Teachers and SLT to ensure 

pupils are kept apart at pick 

up and drop off times and 

in the event of a fire alarm 

situation.  

 

 

 



 

Year 4- the 2 classes will act as 1 bubble. Resources and spaces will continue to be shared. Children will play on the 

KS2 playground daily on top section where the play equipment is. They can use the play equipment.  At lunchtime, 

they will eat in the studio a time slot when their hot dinners are ready. Dinners will be delivered to the classroom.  The 

same lunchtime supervisor will be used daily. They will access the playground by the outer doors and not move 

between other year group bubbles. 

 

Year 5- the 2 classes will act as 1 bubble. Resources and spaces will continue to be shared. Children will play on the 

KS2 playground under the canopy area outside their Year 5 classrooms.  At lunchtime, they will eat in their classroom 

during a time slot when their hot dinners are ready. Dinners will be delivered to the classroom.  The same lunchtime 

supervisor will be used daily. They will access the playground by the outer doors and not move between other year 

group bubbles. They may use the play equipment on a rota defined by SLT. Y5 Year will use their own mixed sex toilets 

in the Hallcroft block. 

 

Year 6- the 2 classes will act as 1 bubble. Resources and spaces will continue to be shared. Children will play on the 

KS2 playground under the canopy area outside their Year 6 classrooms.  At lunchtime, they will eat in their classroom 

during a time slot when their hot dinners are ready. Dinners will be delivered to the classroom.  The same lunchtime 

supervisor will be used daily. They will access the playground by the outer doors and not move between other year 

group bubbles. They may use the play equipment on a rota defined by SLT. Y6 Year will use their own mixed sex toilets 

in the Hallcroft block. 

 

Lunchtime arrangements: 

 For year groups who will be using the hall for lunches, a clean down will occur between time slots and children 

will not be allowed to ‘cross.’ All pupils will exit via outside walkways (except Year 2 who walk through their own 

classrooms).  

 

Other provision 

 Year 5 and Year 6 will engage in 1 lunchtime sports session per week within their bubble outside.  

Mixing of bubbles 

due to breakfast 

and After School 

Club causing the 

transmission of the 

virus 

Pupils, staff and 

parents 

 We will follow the latest guidance related to allowing groups to ‘mix’ to enable wrap around care.  

 Pupils will be split into 2 groups- KS1 and KS2, reducing contacts further.  

 High levels of ventilation will be in place to reduce the risk of transmission- all doors and windows open. 

 All year groups will be invited to access our wrap around care using a new online booking system. This allows to 

complete daily contact registers for all the pupils who are accessing the provision.  

 Pupils who are accessing the provision will be split into smaller groups (to minimise contact) between the 

Newcroft Hall and the Breakfast and After School Club room. 

 Parents will be asked to wait outside for collection and drop off to minimise adults entering the building. All 

parents are asked to wear a face covering when on the school site.  

 Staff will maintain a 2m distance from pupils where possible. 

 Pupils and staff will follow ventilation, handwashing and good respiratory care as per the classroom guidelines.  

 Those undertaking first aid in the setting will do so following the protocol for first aid below.  

Wrap around care staff- 

should ensure that bubbles 

do not mix at all times and 

that parents do not enter 

the school building at pick 

up and drop off times. To 

ensure all windows and 

doors are open.  

 

Office to monitor contact 

tracing of wrap around 

care 

Specialists 

teaching 

(including 

peripatetic) and 

cover for clubs 

during the school 

day and after 

school clubs 

External staff, pupils, 

staff and parents 

 All peripatetic staff to undertake lateral flow tests twice weekly and undertake temperature tests on entering the 

school. Contact tracing in place for all visitors.  

 All external club staff to wear face coverings inside the school building at all times. Music teachers, when 

teaching, do not need to, but should maintain 2m distance at all times.  

 All staff running clubs should maintain a 2m distance at all times, from pupils and other staff.  

 High levels of ventilation will be in place to reduce the risk of transmission- all doors and windows open. 

 Consistent time slots and pupil groups allocated to peripatetic teachers to ensure safety for all in terms of 

contract tracing. 

 Consistent time slots and pupil groups allocated to club staff to ensure safety for all in terms of contract tracing. 

 Screens/ sanitiser to be used frequently by all staff running clubs and music lessons.  

 All ‘clubs’ of 1 pupil or more will be year group based, allowing pupils to remain in their year group bubble for 

contact tracing purposes.  

 Pupils and staff will follow ventilation, handwashing and good respiratory care as per the classroom guidelines.  

Office to monitor contact 

tracing and temperature 

taking of external staff. 

 

SA/ BG/ CA to ensure all 

club staff read the current 

guidance before attending 

school.  

 

 

 

 

 



 Those undertaking first aid will do so following the protocol for first aid below. 

Specialists 

teaching and 

cover for absence, 

statutory PPA 

cover, 

emergencies and 

adequate staffing 

levels to meet 

statutory numbers 

  PPA cover teaching staff should ensure that when moving between classrooms, they wash their hands thoroughly 

and ensure they maintain 2m distance from pupils. PPA cover staff will be limited to year groups they cover. 

 PE will take place in the 2 halls and the PPA cover teachers will maintain 2m distance from children and other 

adults. Year groups will not mix. Equipment will be sprayed and cleaned in between use and the rooms will be 

well ventilated with doors and windows open. PE should be outdoors where possible.  

 PE staff to wear face coverings when in pupils’ classrooms at change times. 

 

PPA support staff- ensure 

they keep 2m distance. 

 

BG/ JD/ LR to ensure that PE 

equipment is cleaned and 

resources are available for 

spaying and cleaning.  

Large gatherings 

of parents, 

teachers and 

pupils causing the 

mixing of bubbles 

and the spread of 

Covid-19  

Pupils, staff, visitors 

and families. 

 There will be no physical gatherings of any larger than year group bubbles (for school staff and pupils only).  

 Drop off times will be slightly staggered and the varied entrances and exits will be utilized to minimise the 

gathering of parents at pick up and drop off times. 

 Parents of pupils in Years 4-6 drop at the gate and do not come onto site.  

 

Years 5 and 6- enter through the staff carpark from 8:30. Enter through the large Hallcroft gate and line up at their 

individual classroom doors, where teachers will be waiting. School starts at 8:40 promptly. Each class will line up in the 

staff car park and be released to parents/ walk home at 3:15. Parents will be reminded not to gather in groups and 

stay clear of the premises where possible. Signage will support this.  

 

Year 4- enter through the staff carpark from 8:30 and make their way through the side gate next to the wrap around 

care room where they will be met by their teachers in separate spaces, outside their classrooms. Each class will line up 

in the staff car park and be released to parents at 3:15. Parents will be reminded not to gather in groups and stay 

clear of the premises where possible. Signage will support this. 

 

EYFS, Y1, Y2 and Y3 parents and pupils will be invited onto site from 8:40am through the main gate. They will drop their 

child in the drop zones and move through the 1-way system in the marked area, through the pedestrian gate. Staff 

will be on hand to support families with pushchairs up the steps. Pick up at 3:05, following the same protocols.  

 

Pre-School- will be invited onto site from 8:40am through the main gate and wait in the allocated area.  They will drop 

their child in the drop zone on the KS1 playground and move through the 1-way system in the marked area, through 

the pedestrian gate. Staff will be on hand to support families with pushchairs up the steps. Pick up will from 3pm in the 

same place. Those picking up and dropping at midday for the morning and afternoon sessions should do so via the 

side gate as usual.   

 

Late arrivals- should be taken to the office and dependent on the year group of the child, will either be taken through 

school or escorted to the relevant zone to me met by a year group bubble.  

 

Late pick up- Pupils collected from the playground any later than 3:25 will be taken to after school club to be 

supervised by staff in their appropriate bubble.  

 

Year group teaching staff- 

to ensure that classes stay in 

their zones and follow their 

pick up and drop off 

protocols.  

 

 

Teachers and SLT to ensure 

pupils are kept apart at pick 

up and drop off times and 

in the event of a fire alarm 

situation.  

.  

 

Parents- to accept 

responsibility in queuing for 

gates at a 2m distance, 

wearing face coverings 

and not gathering in groups 

with pupils. Reminded in 

letters.  

Miscellaneous 

considerations to  

prevent the 

spread of Covid-

19 

Pupils, staff, visitors 

and families.  
 Parents will be encouraged to wash their child’s uniform as usual, following guidance that methods do not need 

to be undertaken that are different from usual.  

 PE kit will need to be left in school every week to be stored in lockers or in Year Group cloakrooms (EYFS and Y1) 

 Homework and books can be transferred between home and school as required and resources will be shared in 

year groups only. 

 Visitors to school will be kept to a minimum and limited to essential staff only- social workers, NHS support staff, LA 

Educational Psychologist team, Oakfield support, Autism Outreach (this is not an exhaustive list). 

 Volunteers and work experience will be suspended.  

 Music lessons from outside peripatetic teacher will remind suspended until Easter 2021.  

SLT-  Regular reminders of 

protocol in letters to 

parents.  

 

 



 Parents will be reminded only to come to the office where essential, using the one-way system. Parents should 

telephone the school office to make appointments for phone call meetings with teachers or to speak to office 

staff.  

 All parents who are medically able to, should wear a face mask on pick up and drop off, as per the September 

2020 Leicestershire guidance.  

Teachers and 

office staff work 

spaces- lack of 

social distancing in 

the staff room and 

offices, resulting in 

the transmission of 

the virus across 

adults in the 

school. 

Pupils, staff, visitors 

and families. 
 From 02.11.20 all staff who are medically eligible, should wear a face mask in communal areas of school and 

when moving between bubble spaces.  

 SLT or any other staff entering a bubble which is not their own, should wear a face mask from 2.11.20.  

 Staff room to remain ‘full’ when a maximum of 6 staff are present.  

 Female staff toilets are ‘full’ when 2 staff members are present.  

 Staff will be able to make warm drinks and collect cold food from the fridge. Staff will not be able to sit in the staff 

room (socially distanced) from 2.11.20  

 Staff meetings for teachers will be virtual only from 2.11.20. 

 Staff are encouraged to eat outside where they can. 

 PPA should be undertaken in Year group bubbles and staff should minimise time when they are less than 2m 

apart with other adults in their own bubble. A face mask should be worn if close contact with other adults is 

required from 2.11.20. 

 Face masks should be worn for essential meetings where staff members must meet with those outside of their 

bubbles from 2.11.20 

All staff should model social 

distancing to others and to 

the children by following 

guidelines about where 

they work.  

First Aid and 

caring for a child 

with symptoms of 

Covid-19 awaiting 

collection 

Pupils, staff, visitors 

and families. 

 Normal first aid incidences (small cuts and bruises) should be managed in the usual way, using gloves and 

appropriately disposing of medical items used. The medical room should be used if required. No PPE should be 

required and contact time should be minimised.  

 First aid staff to wear appropriate PPE when treating staff and pupils in close proximity who present symptoms of 

Covid-19 (not required where symptoms are not present). 

 Where students present symptoms of Covid-19, they should be moved to the HT office, where symptomatic pupils 

can be kept in until parents or carers come to collect them. 

 The door should be closed and windows open for ventilation 

 Children presenting symptoms should use the disabled toilet in the history corridor.  

 PPE should be worn by staff caring for the child while they await collection and a distance of 2 metres be 

maintained 

 All staff and students in close contact with the suspected case (within 2m) to self-isolate until Covid-19 tests have 

taken place 

 The HT office and any areas the pupil came into contact with should be deep cleaned.  

DL and Office team to 

monitor PPE stocks.  

 

All staff to follow protocols 

set out in staff guidance.  

Managing 

suspected cases 

of Covid-19 

Pupils, staff, visitors 

and families. 

 When a child, young person or staff member develops symptoms compatible with coronavirus, they should be 

sent home and advised to self-isolate for 10 days. Their fellow household members should self-isolate for 14 days. 

All staff and students who are attending an education or childcare setting will have access to a test if they 

display symptoms of coronavirus, and are encouraged to get tested in this scenario. 

 Where the child, young person or staff member tests negative, they can return to their setting and the fellow 

household members can end their self-isolation. 

 The rest of their group within their childcare or education setting can remain in school until the results of the test 

are confirmed. If the result of the test is positive, see the section ‘Managing confirmed Cases’ below.  

 Cleaning protocol – To be managed by Premises Team.  

 Refer to Gov.uk guidance – Covid-19: cleaning in non-healthcare settings 

 Cleaning an area with a chlorine based disinfectant after someone with suspected coronavirus (COVID-19) has 

left will reduce the risk of passing the infection on to other people. 

 Wherever possible, wear disposable or washing-up gloves and aprons for cleaning. These should be double-

bagged, then stored securely for 72 hours then thrown away in the regular rubbish after cleaning is finished. 

 Using a disposable cloth, first clean hard surfaces with warm soapy water. Then disinfect these surfaces with the 

cleaning products at the specification advised in the guidance. Pay particular attention to frequently touched 

areas and surfaces, such as bathrooms, grab-rails in corridors and stairwells and door handles. 

Office and senior team to 

liaise with parents and to 

keep a log of return dates  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings


 If an area has been heavily contaminated, such as with visible bodily fluids, from a person with coronavirus 

(COVID-19), consider using protection for the eyes, mouth and nose, as well as wearing gloves and an apron. 

 Wash hands regularly with soap and water for 20 seconds, and after removing gloves, aprons and other 

protection used while cleaning.  

 If any member of the group presents with symptoms of COVID-19, the individual should arrange to have a test 

asap. They will need to isolate until the results are confirmed. 

 As per the school protocol, parents will be informed accordingly 

 Obtain either a combined detergent disinfectant solution at a dilution of 1,000 parts per million available chlorine 

OR a household detergent followed by disinfection (1000 ppm av.cl.). Follow manufacturer’s instructions for 

dilution, application and contact times for all detergents and disinfectants 

 The name of the person with the suspected case should not be disclosed unless absolutely necessary. 

 If a pupil has suspected symptoms at school, they should be moved to the Head teacher’s office which is the 

isolation room.  

Managing a 

confirmed case of 

Covid-19 

Pupils, staff, visitors 

and families. 

 When a child, young person or staff member has had a confirmed Covid-19 result they must self-isolate for 10 

days following the test date. Their fellow household members should self-isolate for 14 days.  

 The rest of their group within their childcare or education setting should be sent home and advised to self-isolate 

for 14 days. The other household members of that wider class or group do not need to self-isolate unless the child, 

young person or staff member they live with in that group subsequently develops symptoms.  

 A member of senior leadership team will inform the local office of Public Health England and obtain advice. 

Every positive case should be reported to PHE who will advise on the actions to be taken in the setting. 

 Advice on the definition of Direct Close and Proximity contacts should be distributed to the wider staff and they 

should inform SLT if they meet the criteria as a contact. They should then also isolate for 14 days. 

 Cleaning protocol – To be managed by the Site Manager and premises team.  

 Refer to Gov.uk guidance – Covid-19: cleaning in non-healthcare settings 

 Cleaning an area with a chlorine based cleaner after someone with suspected coronavirus (COVID-19) has left 

will reduce the risk of passing the infection on to other people. 

 Cleaning staff must wear disposable gloves and aprons for cleaning. These should be double-bagged, then 

stored securely for 72 hours then thrown away in the regular rubbish after cleaning is finished. 

 Using a disposable cloth, first clean hard surfaces with warm soapy water. Then disinfect these surfaces with the 

cleaning products at the specification advised in the guidance. Pay particular attention to frequently touched 

areas and surfaces, such as bathrooms, grab-rails in corridors and stairwells and door handles. 

 If an area has been heavily contaminated, such as with visible bodily fluids, from a person with coronavirus 

(COVID-19), consider using protection for the eyes, mouth and nose, as well as wearing gloves and an apron. 

 Wash hands regularly with soap and water for 20 seconds, and after removing gloves, aprons and other 

protection used while cleaning.   

SA, office and SLT to liaise 

with parents. 

A Year Group 

bubble is closed 

due to an 

outbreak of Covid-

19 and pupils’ 

access to lessons is 

affected 

 

 

Children with 

safeguarding and 

welfare needs, 

including Looked 

after children (LAC) 

 

 For those children who are being supported by children’s social care and have to isolate, support and continue to 

liaise with families, including undertaking necessary visits whilst taking appropriate infection control measures. 

 Child Protection Conferences continue to run virtually with participation from partners, the child and the family.  

 All planned visits are expected to be followed, though adaptations will be made because of these exceptional 

circumstances. The purpose of these visits remains to ensure the child is safe and social workers need to assure 

themselves of this. 

 Social workers will continue to work with vulnerable children in this difficult period and should support these 

children to access provision. 

 All vulnerable families will be called daily, weekly or bi weekly as required during any period of temporary closure 

or isolation by a DSL or the class teacher, where deemed appropriate. 

 Staff will send work home with pupils, place isolating work on Google Classroom.  

SA, CK and Class teachers, 

working in Year Groups.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings


Clinically 

extremely 

Vulnerable staff or 

pupils, pregnant 

staff post 28 weeks 

may be harmed 

due to the 

increased risk of 

catching/ 

becoming seriously 

unwell due to 

Covid 19 

CEV pupils or staff 

and pregnant 

women 

 Pregnant women from 28 weeks will now work in school, with a personalised Risk Assessment. 

 CEV staff will work in school from 1.4.21, in line with national guidance. Personalised Risk Assessments are in place 

to support staff who are CEV.   

 CEV pupils will be able to attend school throughout if permission is given from their consultant. From 1.4.21, no 

permission is required.  

SLT to ensure appropriate 

setting RAs are up to date.  

Contingency plan- 

should national 

and local measure 

fail to secure low/ 

stable Covid 

cases/ hospital 

admissions locally 

or nationally   

 

Pupils, staff, visitors 

and families. 

Plan 1- partial restrictive attendance 

 When instructed by the DfE, the school will close face to face teaching to all pupils in Years 3-6. Pre-School, 

Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 will remain open, engaging in face to face teaching. 

 In this situation, places will available in the Key Worker group for KS2 Vulnerable pupils and for children of Key 

Workers.  

 Wrap around care will close. 

 A rota system will be put in place to support the Key Worker group and to minimize staff present in school.  

 Remote education via google classroom will commence the following day as per the school’s virtual learning 

policy (for those in Year 3-6) 

 Vulnerable pupil protocols will be in place for those pupils at home 

Plan 2- full restrictive attendance 

 When instructed by the DfE, the school will close face to face teaching to all pupils other than vulnerable and 

eligible key Worker pupils  

 Vulnerable pupil protocols will be in place for those pupils at home 

 Wrap around care will close. 

Teachers to revert to virtual 

teaching as required. 

 

SLT to communicate with 

parents, allocate KW and 

Vulnerable places. 

 

SLT to engage with 

vulnerable families 

Low morale and 

mental health 

concerns 

All staff   SA Inform all staff of current situation on a regular basis. 

 Peer support for staff, employee healthcare and head teacher wellbeing service. 

 School leaders to support staff who are protecting a shieling family member in their household by working in 

isolation, away from children.  

 Staff to immediately inform SA/ CK/ DL if unwell.  

 Where staff have agreed to take on additional duties and responsibilities, support them in their new roles. 

 Maintain regular contact with staff who are working from home or self-isolating.  

 

SA to keep staff informed 

 

Individual staff to speak to 

SA/ CK if they have 

concerns or worries.  

 

All sickness should be 

reported as usual to SA/ DL 

each day of illness.  

 

SLT reputation Lack of 

communication 

 Communication to provide regular updates on the Internet and via other appropriate media streams and 

methods.  

 

SA and CK to email staff as 

required and place new 

guidance in the staffroom.  

SA to email parents and 

governors as required.  

 

 


